Recent genetic studies attribute the negative correlation between population genetic diversity and distance from Africa to a serial founder effects (SFE) evolutionary process. A recent linguistic study concluded that a similar decay in phoneme inventories in human languages was also the product of the SFE process. However, the SFE process makes additional predictions for patterns of neutral genetic diversity, both within and between groups, that have not yet been tested on phonemic data. In this study, we describe these predictions and test them on linguistic and genetic samples. The linguistic sample consists of 725 widespread languages, which together contain 908 distinct phonemes. The genetic sample consists of 614 autosomal microsatellite loci in 100 widespread populations. All aspects of the genetic pattern are consistent with the predictions of SFE. In contrast, most of the predictions of SFE are violated for the phonemic data. We show that phoneme inventories provide information about recent contacts between languages. However, because phonemes change rapidly, they cannot provide information about more ancient evolutionary processes.
INTRODUCTION
The study of linguistic and biological coevolution began over 150 years ago when Darwin proposed that 'If we possessed a perfect pedigree of mankind, a genealogical arrangement of the races of man would afford the best classification of the various languages now spoken throughout the world' (p. 422 in [1] ). In 1988, CavalliSforza and colleagues [2] tested this phylogenetic model of coevolution by comparing trees constructed from global genetic and linguistic samples. Linguists broadly rejected their conclusion that the trees were congruent because of flaws in the method used to infer linguistic relationships, and the lack of critical thinking about the rate and reticulate nature of language evolution [3] [4] [5] .
Since then, both geneticists and linguists have continued to refine our understanding of the evolutionary processes that have moulded genetic and linguistic variation, often employing similar evolutionary approaches and statistical methods [6] . Within genetics, there is a growing consensus that the global pattern of neutral genetic diversity is largely the product of a special case of the phylogenetic model [7] , termed serial founder effects (SFE). The SFE process views human evolution as a series of successive population splits, movements into unoccupied territory and relative isolation. Evidence presented for the process so far consists largely of a stepwise decrease in population genetic diversity with increasing distance from Africa [8] [9] [10] .
Atkinson [11] recently documented a similar, albeit weaker, pattern of decay for phoneme (distinctive sound) inventories in a global sample of languages and concluded that the decay was also the product of the SFE process. If true, he has not only provided evidence for a single origin for human languages, but also an important new source of information about human prehistory at deep temporal and geographical scales. The study, however, examines only one prediction of the SFE process: that of decreasing diversity with increasing geographical distance from the founder. The process makes additional empirical predictions, not only for the pattern of within-group diversity, but also for the between-group pattern. The goal of this study is to outline and test these predictions (see [12] for alternative viewpoints).
(a) Model and predictions Our genetic sample consists of 614 unlinked, autosomal microsatellite loci assayed in 2251 individuals in 100 populations. Microsatellite loci consist of short tandem repeat DNA sequences. Mutation at the loci consists of stepwise increases or decreases in the number of repeats [13] . The stepwise process produces multiple variants, or alleles, at each locus. Founder effects eliminate some alleles and alter the frequencies of others, the net effect being a sharp reduction in the level of genetic variation in daughter populations relative to parents. Over time, daughter populations grow, mutation regenerates variation and the genetic signature of founder effects is erased, though the rate of recovery is slow [14] .
Our phoneme sample consists of 908 phonemes scored as present or absent in 725 languages. Phonemes do not vary extensively within languages and are therefore not strictly analogous to alleles [15] . Nonetheless, to the extent that the same processes that mould genetic variation also mould phonemic variation, the SFE process makes several testable predictions for the pattern of genetic and phonemic variation. First, because humans are a young species, groups in all regions will still share alleles and phonemes [16, 17] . However, because we originated in Africa, and because founder effects reduce variation, Africans will possess more unique alleles and phonemes than other regions [16, 18] . Second, following each founder event, the new daughter group will carry only a subset of the variation of its parental group [8] . Because daughter groups continually expand into unoccupied territory, this loss will manifest as a negative correlation between within-group variation and geographical distance from the African origin [8] . Third, the pattern of amonggroup variation will be tree-like, and the trees will be rooted in Africa [16] . A corollary of this third prediction is that the degree of difference among groups will reflect the pattern of branching in the tree [16, 19, 20] . Under this prediction, any correlation that arises between patterns of among-group variation and geographical distance will be purely a by-product of the splitting and movement process, and not exchange between neighbouring groups. These among-group predictions are as yet untested on phonemic data. Figure 1 compares alleles and phonemes in Africans and non-Africans. As predicted, most alleles are shared by both groups, but Africans have more unique alleles than non-Africans. African languages also contain more unique phonemes, but relatively few phonemes are shared between the two groups. Low sharing probably reflects high rates of phonemic change. Figure 2 shows the number of alleles and phonemes for each region. The total alleles plot in figure 2a shows the SFE-predicted pattern of variation: highest in Africa and decreasing steadily through Eurasia, Oceania and the Americas. In contrast, the total number of phonemes is highest in Eurasia (figure 2b), and it is higher in the Americas than in Oceania. Since the genetic sample contains only one Australian population, we were unable to compare allelic and phonemic patterns there.
RESULTS
The number of alleles that are unique or 'private' to each region is given in figure 2c . There are many fewer private versus total alleles, reflecting the high degree of allelic sharing described above. Africa has substantially more private alleles than any other region, reflecting the African origin of our species. Though the number of private alleles is relatively low in all other regions, east Asia has a relative deficit. Figure 2d gives the sample sizeadjusted number of private phonemes in each region. Though Africa also has more private phonemes than any other region, outside of Africa, Oceania has a relative deficit (compared with private alleles), and the Americas have a relative excess. Figure 3a plots the microsatellite heterozygosity within each of the 100 populations versus geographical distance from Africa. Heterozygosity is highest in African populations and decreases steadily through to the Americas. Consistent with this geographical pattern, the correlations between heterozygosity and geographical distance were lowest (most negative) when African populations were chosen as the location of origin, and highest when Native American populations were chosen as the location of origin (figure 3b). Figure 3c shows the relationship between phoneme numbers and geographical distance. In contrast to the genetic pattern, the number of phonemes is highest on average in Eurasia; a Eurasian origin produced the lowest correlation, and an Oceanic location produced the highest correlation (figure 3d).
We also examined correlations between phoneme counts and geographical distance from hypothesized origins for the five largest language families in our sample (see electronic supplementary material, table S3). The correlation reached statistical significance only for IndoEuropean (IE), but the correlation was positive instead of negative (r ¼ 0.322, p ¼ 0.025). These results suggest that, even if founder effects might have reduced phoneme levels during the initial radiation of languages from Africa, they did not reduce phoneme levels during more recent expansions. Figure 4a shows the rooted neighbour-joining (NJ) tree for the genetic data. The test of treeness (electronic supplementary material, figure S1) indicates that the tree is a good representation of the pattern of genetic variation, and that geographical distance explains little of the pattern of among-population genetic distance independent of the tree. All trees rooted on an African branch of the tree fit better than all trees rooted on a non-African branch of the tree. The best-fitting of all possible rooted trees separates the African San from the remaining 99 populations, and the level of variation within populations decreases steadily away from this node (signified by ever-increasing terminal branch lengths). Figure 4b shows why the best-fitting tree separates the San from the remaining populations. The plot shows heterozygosity versus geographical distance between each pair of populations. The tiered pattern of variation in the plot corresponds to the pattern of branching in the NJ tree. The top, grey-coloured points show the heterozygosity between the African San and the other 99 populations (branch 1 in the NJ tree in figure 4a ). The level of heterozygosity is roughly uniform whether populations are located nearby in Africa, or thousands of kilometres away. This uniformity reflects (i) a single African origin for all humans, (ii) a split between the population that would become the San and the founder of the remaining 99 populations, and (iii) relative subsequent isolation between these two groups. Genetic and phonemic coevolution K. Hunley et al. 2283
The next tier of dark blue points shows the heterozygosity between the remaining 19 African populations and the 80 non-African populations. The level of heterozygosity is again uniform over thousands of kilometres. This uniformity reflects common ancestry for all non-African populations associated with an ancient out-of-Africa founder event (branch 2). The remaining tiers are the product of subsequent splits and founder effects associated with the peopling of major geographical regions (branches 3-5). The pattern is not perfectly tree-like owing to the admixture between long-separated groups in Oceania and the Americas, and gene flow between neighbouring groups (electronic supplementary material). Still, the correspondence between the tiers of heterozygosity and the branches in the NJ tree attests to the dramatic impact of ancient founder effects on global patterns of neutral genetic diversity.
Several methods were used to construct a phoneme tree. Each produced a different topology; none were similar in topology to the microsatellite NJ tree and diagnostic output from each method strongly implies that phonemic variation is not tree-like. Figure 4c shows a midpoint-rooted phoneme tree produced using a Bayesian approach. Though there is some regional clustering, it contains considerably less geographical structure than the microsatellite NJ tree in figure  4a . Though the midpoint root does separate an African language from the remaining languages, African languages are dispersed throughout the tree.
Consistent with a lack of treeness, the among-region pattern of phonemic variation is not tiered (figure 4d ), but there is some evidence of a correlation between phonemic difference and the geographical distance in the plot. The correlation could be a by-product of SFE (i.e. it could reflect the tendency of phylogenetically related languages to be located near to one another). Alternatively, it could reflect sustained phonemic exchange (borrowing) between geographical neighbours, in which case it is inconsistent with SFE.
To distinguish among these alternatives, we examined (i) the correlation between phonemic difference and geographical distance within the five best-sampled language families in our sample and within each geographical region, and (ii) partial correlations between phonemic difference and geographical distance within each region controlling language family membership. The AfroAsiatic family plot in figure 5a confirms that nearby languages share more phonemes than distant languages. Three of the other families show this same relationship (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). There is also a statistically significant (but weaker) correlation within the geographical regions (figure 5b; electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). Partial correlation analyses indicate that this regional correlation is independent of language family membership in Africa, Asia and Oceania, indicating that at least some of the correlation is the product of local exchange, not common ancestry within families.
Persistent phonemic exchange between neighbouring languages, especially when combined with high rates of phonemic mutation, would quickly erode any evidence of an SFE process that might have once existed. The rapid levelling of phonemic difference in most plots (figure 5; electronic supplementary material, S2 and S3) is consistent with a high mutation rate, as is the relatively low proportion of phonemic sharing between African and non-African languages shown in figure 1 . The IE language tree in figure S4 in the electronic supplementary material provides even more evidence for a high rate.
DISCUSSION
Predictions of the SFE process were met for the genetic data. Some aspects of the global phonemic pattern also appear consistent with the predictions. There are more private phonemes in Africa than elsewhere (figure 2d ), and phoneme levels correlate with distance from possible ancestral locations (figure 3c). There are also important differences between the genetic and phonemic patterns. First, African and non-African languages share relatively few phonemes, implying a rapid rate of phonemic change. Such a high rate would obscure evidence of ancient founder effects. Second, in contrast to Atkinson [11] , we find that the correlation between phoneme levels and distance from putative origins is most negative when the origin is located in Eurasia, not Africa (figure 3d ), implying that phonemic diversity has not been moulded at the global level by the same evolutionary processes that shaped neutral genetic diversity.
Also contrary to the predictions of SFE, the correlation between phoneme inventory size and geographical distance was most positive when the origin was located in Oceania rather than in the Americas. This is because there is a relative deficit of total and private phonemes in Oceania, and an excess in the Americas. As the phonemic and genetic samples contain substantial numbers of both Austronesianspeaking and non-Austronesian-speaking groups, the difference is unlikely to reflect biases in sample composition. Perhaps alleles were disproportionately preserved in admixed Oceanic groups (Austronesian and non-Austronesian) compared with phonemes. Conceivably, admixture with archaic hominids also contributed to the excess of alleles in Oceania compared with phonemes [21] . As Oceanic languages have fewer phonemes more generally, the lack of private phonemes may simply reflect the fact that small phoneme inventories disproportionally contain common consonants [22] . Whatever the cause, regional phonemic and genetic patterns are discordant here.
The non-tree-like pattern of phonemic variation is also inconsistent with the predictions of SFE. Because we were unable to construct a robust phoneme tree, we are unable to determine whether the observed correlations between phonemic difference and geographical distance are a by-product of the SFE process or the result of phonemic exchange between neighbouring languages. The fact that the correlations exist within regions independent of language family status, however, indicates that local exchange is responsible for at least some of the correlation. This is unsurprising, given that languages are known to borrow phonemes both through individual lexical items and through adstratal effects [23] .
We also examined the correlation between phoneme number and distance from family origin within the largest language families in our dataset. Having diversified within the last 10 000 years, currently attested language families are young relative to the age of our species, and specialists have had success reconstructing the evolutionary process in many of them [3,24 -28] . Only the IE correlation reached statistical significance, but the correlation was positive. Both the failure to find significance and the positive IE correlation might also reflect borrowing. Perhaps each newly formed language retained phonemes (through shared lexicon) from the parent language and picked up phonemes from resident languages through loans or substrate effects. and /t/ are distinct phonemes in English because they contrast in the words ,bad. and ,bat.. But both /d/ and /t/ have a range of sub-phonemic allophones that are conditioned by both location within the word and nonlinguistic demographic factors such as social class [29] . For example, /d/ has voicing when it occurs between vowels, but it is partially or fully devoiced for most English speakers in word-final position. Variation in allophones is found in all languages and is a major driver of language change [30 -32] . In contrast, the level of phonemic variation within a language is small [15] . Thus, if an SFE model does apply to language, it is more likely to affect allophonic variation. A daughter population would contain a subset of the allophonic diversity found in the parent, and the daughter would then be subject to processes of allophonic change, drift and selection that lead to sound change. Crucially, such changes are largely neutral with respect to phoneme inventory size [33, 34] . Unfortunately, there currently exist no databases of allophonic variation that would allow this hypothesis to be tested. In contrast, borrowing effects would be expected to be revealed in phonemic inventories as neighbouring languages converge on similar inventories due to contact. The SFE process implies a mechanism of rapid phoneme loss in small populations followed by slow recovery, even despite rapid increase in speaker numbers. We can envision no linguistic or social reason why there would be a bias towards loss, as there are no such biases in phonemic change generally [35] . There is no notion of effective size for languages that could keep phonemic diversity low, and our analysis suggests a rapid rate of phonemic change.
Analysing phoneme inventory size rather than composition ignores the fact that languages may have identical inventory sizes but distinct inventories with little overlap. For example, from Proto-IE to Proto-Balto-Slavic, the consonant inventory shrank from 25 to 19 consonants, though only 15 of those consonants were present in Proto-IE (electronic supplementary material, figure S4 ). Languages often show simultaneous gains and losses that obfuscate a direct relationship between inventory size and language change.
CONCLUSIONS
The genetic signature of founder effects persists in human populations in part because they accumulate variation slowly. In language, however, even if founder effects initially eliminated phonemes, rates of phonemic change are so high that the signal of loss would quickly disappear. While we reject the SFE process for phonemic data on both empirical and theoretical grounds, these data do provide information about recent contacts between languages.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Data
The linguistic data comprise 908 phonemes scored as present or absent in 725 languages present across the world [36, 37] . Scoring and analysing phonemes in this format assume that phoneme categories are directly comparable: for example, phoneme /t/ in one language is comparable with phoneme /t/ in another. We recognize that this is a simplification; however, our analyses primarily rely on the number of contrasts, rather than their realization.
The Eurasian grouping was guided by previous genetic studies that combined European, Middle Eastern and south central Asian groups [17, 38] . In relevant analyses, we treated south central Asia as a separate group; reported results were unaffected by the grouping decision.
Details of the sample are provided in table S1 in the electronic supplementary material. Unlike Atkinson [11] , who used a single gross estimate of inventory size [39] , we used full consonant and vowel inventory figures. As our goal was to identify any existing phylogenetic signal in the data, we removed cases of obvious recent borrowing and creole languages in all regions. We also removed dialects of languages with identical phoneme inventories, as well as two IE languages from Africa, three IE languages from the Americas and one click language (!Xóõ) that treated all the click-consonant clusters as though they were separate phonemes, thereby artificially inflating the phoneme count to 162. Though we only report results from the edited sample, we reran key analyses on the full dataset; reported results were unaffected by the removal of languages.
The genetic data were compiled from published sources [38, [40] [41] [42] . They consist of 614 autosomal microsatellite loci genotyped in 2251 individuals in 100 populations located in the same six regions (electronic supplementary material, table S2). We included approximately equal numbers of populations from all regions except Australia, where only one sample has been genotyped to date.
(b) Allele and phoneme analyses Asia contained the fewest individuals in our genetic sample, at 282, while Africa contained the most, at 573. A finding of more total or private alleles in Africa could be the result of greater diversity in Africa, as predicted by SFE, or it could be an artefact of the larger African sample. We used the program ADZE [17] to control for this sample-size effect. ADZE uses a rarefaction approach to prune unequal sample sizes to a level equal to that in the smallest regional sample. We created a program to control for sample-size effects for the phonemic data, where our Asian sample had the fewest number of languages, at 48. The program randomly sampled 48 languages in each region and recorded the number of total and private phonemes in this sub-sample. We report the averages of this process over 100 000 trials.
To control for sample-size effects for the nested subset analyses, we divided the language sample into an African parental group and a non-African daughter group. We then created a program that randomly sampled each phoneme in the larger daughter group n times, where n was the number of languages in the smaller parental group. The program then summed the number of phonemes that were (i) unique to the parental group, (ii) unique to the samplesize-adjusted daughter group and (iii) shared by both groups. We report the averages of this process over 100 000 trials. The same program was used for the genetic data.
(c) Within-group diversity We calculated the correlations between the number of phonemes in a language and geographical distance 725 times, each time using a different language as the point of origin. Partial correlations controlling the number of language speakers (see electronic supplementary material, table S1) did not affect the reported results (results not shown).
Geographical distances were calculated both directly between populations and through waypoints on land using PASSAGE [43] . The same analyses were applied to unbiased heterozygosity for the microsatellite data [44] . We also computed correlations between the number of phonemes and distance from putative origin locations for five language families (electronic supplementary material, table S3).
(d) Between-group diversity For the genetic data, we plotted the heterozygosity between all 4950 pairs of populations against the geographical distance between the pairs. For the phonemic data, we calculated the number of phonemes that differed between a pair of languages divided by the total number that could have differed. Geographical distances were calculated directly between population pairs.
We constructed an NJ tree [45] for the genetic data from minimum genetic distances [44] and used a generalized hierarchical modelling approach to test the treeness of the genetic data and to identify the root location [46] . The electronic supplementary material provides the details of the method.
We constructed the phoneme tree using the approach described by Huelsenbeck & Ronquist [47] and implemented in MRBAYES. The tree is midpoint-rooted. Phonemes were coded as standard data, and we employed a general timereversible evolutionary model with gamma-distributed rate variation across sites. We used the default option that runs two simultaneous, independent analyses starting from different random trees. The two runs failed to converge on the same tree. A neighbour net [48] of the phonemic data produced a delta score of 9.878, also implying that the data are non-treelike. We constructed a 1000-replicate, bootstrapped NJ tree. Bootstrap support was low for most branches in the tree, especially deeper internal branches, where it seldom exceeded 5 per cent.
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